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Mobile Research - What’s next?

Our guest curator Sue York invited researchers from around the globe to
comment on the key opportunities and key challenges for mobile research in
the next two to three years. And here are their views...

Navin Williams
CEO, MobileMeasure

3.	 Mobile commerce and new insights. Anytime/anywhere

shopping will gather momentum leading to major change
in consumer purchase behaviour and purchase cycles

as we know it, leading to new ways to monitor, track and

OPPORTUNITIES

I see three main areas to watch for:

1.	Mobile devices as we know them will evolve beyond

predict consumer purchase behaviour.

CHALLENGES

W h e n i t co m e s to m o b i l e , th e k ey

mobile phones and wrist bands to sensors in inanimate

challenges will remain ‘us’ as researchers and marketers.

objects like fridges and even the pants we wear going

The consumer will lead us. Those who can keep up best

to the extent of controlling our diet.

with the frenzied mobile adoption that we see consumers

Fridges which feel too light would refuse to open and

in at the moment globally will feel less challenged. Specific

give vocal feedback to a consumer: “I am Nora your diet

challenges will keep changing/evolving. Mobile know-how

companion, please step away from the fridge. You have

and its rapid spread to the right stakeholders would be

consumed over 5,000 calories today.”

the key challenge.

Or as you dress, your pants feel snug and you get a
message on your phone saying: “Congratulations! Nora
has tightened your trouser waist across your smart pants

to 42.5 inches from last week’s 43 inches. Keep up the
good work.”
EVERYTHING can and will move to be connected!

2.	 Mobile content will get more personal. Apps, news etc will

Steve August

Chief Innovation Officer,
FocusVision

OPPORTUNITIES

I think the definition for mobile devices

be customised for the consumer and intelligently evolve

will expand, as wearables and sensors become more

to suit the taste and preferences of users. Content will

and more part of the landscape. This opens the door to

move to be more for and by the consumer. The same

tracking behaviours on a mass scale while still being able

content and utilities will feel unique and personal on

to understand the human stories driving these behaviours.

different consumer devices.

The mating of passive behavioural data collection with
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self-reported experiences is a tantalising opportunity for
consumer understanding.

The biggest challenge for mobile over

CHALLENGES

the next two to three years will be whether research

guidelines reacting to increasing government privacy

policies will become so restrictive as to make mobile
research impossible.

Chairman, QOR

OPPORTUNITIES

• The addition of GPS to data;

• Instant results for clients by coupling immediate ‘in the

moment’ customer experience measurement with live
reporting;

tee and
As a keen digital devo
, I am excited
healthcare researcher
e
about the future of th
ent
Quantified Self movem
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• Ethnographic research coupled with photography feedback;
• Better access to ‘hard to reach’ youth consumers;

FOR MORE

• Use of gamification techniques (given the uptake of mobiles

for games) allowing wider population reach, and meaning
mobile can be used for hybrid research to access certain
groups; and

• Opportunity to communicate through SMS/text and App

Sally Joubert

CEO, Luma Research

notifications.

CHALLENGES

Mobile research WILL BE research in

OPPORTUNITIES

• Complex choice designs;

two to three years. If we look at the stats for penetration

• Visual display limitations;

and I think more importantly preferred screen, we have

• Difficulty in calibration of results across PC and mobile

to ensure that all our research can be done on a mobile

platforms, which could differ by different target groups such

in the next few years. This is a wonderful opportunity for

as younger/older respondents; and

us as researchers to trim, re-think and question how we

• Given the increasing use of mobiles by panellists, clients

approach a research project. It will be the little things like

need to simplify questionnaires by removing things like

question length, words used and re-screening, right through

grids.

to the far bigger issue of what is the best way to obtain the

Elizabeth May

Vice President Client
Development (ANZ),
Research Now

information we need.
CHALLENGES

There are two key challenges – technology

and our own thinking. The technical challenge is to be able to
deliver the best possible experience to a respondent while at
the same time the best quality data/outputs to clients. While

this requires smart and innovative developers to continue
to develop the latest and greatest, the bigger challenge is

CHALLENGES

Trackers, trackers, trackers. How to adapt

ourselves. We as researchers need to unlearn and re-learn

a long survey to a short survey. In some regions, this will

almost everything we know to make sure our

be a simpler exercise, but for regions such as Asia, where

surveys and other research activities

surveys are generally longer, the challenge will become more

continue to deliver.

intense. Data consistency is also key for trackers, hence a
degree of nervousness will prevail as we adapt our thinking

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 >

to mobile.
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Stefan Kuegler
Director of Mobile and Online
Research, Lightspeed GMI
OPPORTUNITIES

Video is increasingly how consumers

share their feelings. It will act as the researcher’s window to

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11 >

consumer reality, capturing precise detail at the time it matters
the most. This makes it the most truthful depiction of their

Adrian Compton-Cook

thoughts in the moment.
By appending this type of media data with tracking and

Associate Director, Nature

survey data, mobile is instrumental in reliable, true path to
purchase.

OPPORTUNITIES Short, in-the-moment surveys which are

CHALLENGES

Privacy and security will continue to be a

B
O

ultimately about reducing the time lag between the actual

hot topic and rightfully so. Whilst consumers are increasingly

customer/consumer experience, and when research is

interconnected they are also increasingly aware that they are

conducted. The closer in time research is done relative to

producing data all the time. Therefore, it is crucial that we make

the experience, the better, and this is where mobile fits in

sure that this is stored and used responsibly. This involves not

most for us – at least in the short term.

only the right infrastructure and process but keeping across

CHALLENGES

While there is a lot of buzz around about

the superiority of short sharp surveys, the vast majority of
client briefs we receive call for information deliverables that

typically necessitate surveys of at least 10 and more often
15 or 20 minutes in length.

Conducting in-the-moment mobile research with the degree
of scale that is required to render it ‘quant’, and therefore
inferable to a known population with confidence, is a challenge.

Although the technology is in place, consumers and
therefore respondents are not.

Daniel Welch
Ipsos Mobile Lead,
Asia Pacific

laws that govern this, which are forever changing.
Linked into this is trust.

Siamack Salari

C ideas O at EthOS,
visiting research Fellow,
Department of Management,
Kings College, London

OPPORTUNITIES

Getting to the point of being able to

capture naturally occurring, spontaneous events. Most mobile

research platforms are dependent on participants capturing

content according to missions, tasks or questions set by
researchers. Getting ‘reality’ however, means no missions or

tasks or ways of filtering participant responses according to
what researchers believe is important to understand.

OPPORTUNITIES

Mobile provides the means to engage

harder to reach audiences.

Leveraging the location of a respondent through their
smartphone can enhance the timeliness of our research.

For example, anyone who has conducted ethnographic

studies online will know that the real questions to be asked

don’t even become apparent until the study is at least halfway through and much content has already been analysed.

Used effectively, location-based research allows for truly

In a nutshell, platforms which allow participants to be real

in the moment feedback and can enhance research focussed

people and go about their real lives rather than being research

around events, travel and retail.

respondents. In another nutshell, reframing ‘the question’ and

The very nature of mobile can be used to complement
large-scale brand tracking.

Feedback can also be enhanced through photos taken

how it’s presented. How can we learn without interfering?
CHALLENGES

Ensuring that mobile doesn’t become the

in the moment to demonstrate what a particular brand

quick and cheap alternative to off-line. Mobile has an important

experience looked like.

role in longitudinal studies as well as deep studies, which are

We should be easing concerns through

beginning to get traction. Mobile also needs to be introduced

ensuring privacy and anonymity as well as providing

carefully into the hands of non-researchers such as designers,

transparency around what information is being captured and

health workers and even politicians who wish to get closer to

how the respective information will be used.

their consumers.

CHALLENGES
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Adriana Rocha
Co-Founder and
CEO eCGlobal
Solutions

OPPORTUNITIES

Fix the issues with poor

online data quality and high churn levels of

people dropping off MR panels, due to boring

and long online surveys. Mobile can be an

accelerator for the industry move to shorter,
engaging and interactive surveys.

Open new avenues of collaboration with

consumers who can, through their mobile

CEO and founder,
ResearchGame™ designer,
Research Through Gaming Ltd

As a game developer for market
research and data collection, I
always have one eye on the evolutions
in software and hardware in the games industry, which is
a huge advantage, as much technology is born from that
industry (Oculus Rift is one, recent example).

devices, share experiences and opinions, not

just when they receive survey invitations, but on

When we think of mobile today, it is likely we’re thinking of our
current mobile devices; android phones, iPhones, tablets and phablets.

the go, at anytime, anywhere.
CHALLENGES

Learning curve and comparability

– it will take some time until the industry learns

about the results, data and new insights that

mobile research can generate. As we know, any

change in methodology will likely result in the data

changing, so the transition of previous studies and
trackers will be challenging.

Dangjaithawin
Anantachai (Orm),

But what is considered ‘mobile’ is already diversifying massively.
In as short time frame as 2-3 years, mobile (in the context of market
research) could mean anything from taking part in a quick survey
on our smart watches or accessing Augmented Reality based
surveys from our mobile devices, speaking into our hoodies to give
opinions through the smart fabric we’re wearing, our movements
around a supermarket being tracked through GPS footwear,
or using Virtual Reality for brands to collect observational data
from the things we do when we are immersed in a virtual
environment.
And this stuff already exists, it’s no longer ‘future tech’.

As excited as I am about Virtual Reality, I believe the most
exciting way we will use mobile devices for data collected will
be through Augmented Reality.

COO, Managing Director,
INTAGE, Thailand,
TMRS Honorary Advisor

Mobile should not be seen as another channel of data

collection, it is an interactive and live network where

market researchers can listen to what consumers want
and need.

Researchers must realise how mobile complements

conventional data collection.

It stimulates participation among consumers. They

want to tell their story when we listen properly.

It creates conversation. Consumers don’t need to

wait for researchers’ next questions. We

can learn so much more by listening

to what consumers are talking about.

Their dialogue is not framed by

researchers’ nor marketers’ predefined questions.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14 >

Organisations like Blippar (which has worked with some
Fortune 500 companies to bring innovative experiences in
marketing) have already been allowing people to use their
mobiles to ‘see’ products, and then give information to the
shopper, or collect information from the shopper, based on
the product they see.

Technology such as Augmented Reality has existed for
over a decade, so some of the obstacles in applying this
kind of tech to mobile market research may be cost-based,
e.g. the need to purchase software or hardware licenses,
and this may not come cheap. Of course there is the
option to make-it-yourself, however this model could be
more expensive in the long run and force researchers
to play catch-up with technology that already exists,
and no one in market research can afford to chase a
moving train right now. So rather than duplicate the
work, it looks like researchers will be forced to buy into
this already existing technology. But the question is:
which emerging tech do you harness for your mobile
market research? Virtual Reality? Augmented Reality?
GPS tracking? The choice will depend on where your
clients businesses’ need to grow.
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Mark Shoebridge
Head of Mobile Research
& Rewards Emerging
Markets, biNu
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13 >

Key opportunities for growth in market research are in the
emerging markets where the primary device for accessing
the internet is the mobile phone and the traditional ‘online’

Ray Poynter
Managing Director,
The Future Place
OPPORTUNITIES

panel just does not exist.

B
O

Mobile is already mainstream in terms

of online surveys and CATI and will be responsible for more
than 50 per cent of interviews within two to three years. In

terms of face-to-face, mobile (a mixture of smartphone and
tablets) is growing strongly and will be a major component
over the next two years.

Dan Foreman

Mobile-only, for example in-the-moment participative

research and passive research, is growing, with an ever-

Board Director, Dalia
Research, Borderless
Access and YouEye (HQ’ed
in Germany, India and
Silicon Valley respectively)

OPPORTUNITIES

• Combining behavioural data from mobile devices with
survey data.

larger list of providers able to offer large-scale and

• Smartphone functionalities (geo, image, on-the-go etc.)

increasingly representative samples (for example the Ipsos/

offer revolutionary possibilities to gather new, faster and

Google tie up for location-based satisfaction research). This

high-value insights.

will be the major breakthrough in the next two to three
years.

CHALLENGES

• New thinking required on user-experience (UX) ...

CHALLENGES

I think the key challenges are likely to be

completely different from existing methods.

regulatory changes resulting from concerns about privacy

• Shifting from well-established methods to new methods.

and possibly safety. As more and more apps track what we

• Much to learn from the mobile ad-tech industry in

do and collect ever larger amounts of observational and
transactional data the risks of mis-use increase.

reaching people efficiently (‘programmatic buying’).

• Capturing share of attention of the mobile user.

But it is probably the ‘creepiness’ factor that could cause

the biggest problems. From an ethical market research
point of view, the concept of informed consent becomes

even harder when devices start to record our emotions
via biometrics, facial expressions, and even tone of voice.

Jasper Lim

CEO, Merlien Institute

Consent is easy, but informed consent is much harder if I
do not know what I am going to reveal about myself to the

We are in very exciting times in

researcher.

terms of mobile going mainstream

in consumer insight. We are seeing an

increasing number of brands jumping on the bandwagon
implementing mobile research as part of their marketing and
innovation toolboxes.
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Mario Callegaro

CEO and Co-Founder, Kinesis
Survey Technologies (Kinesis)

First is the use of beacon technology

OPPORTUNITIES

or ‘beaconing’, to enhance Voice of the Customer (VOC)
research. Most immediately, retail beaconing – tracking

physical movement via Bluetooth in the retail environment –

Senior Survey Research
Scientist, Quantitative
Marketing, Google,
London, and Co-Author,
Web Survey Methodology
(Sage, 2015)

Clearly market and survey research are

OPPORTUNITIES

will be a hot area because of its ability to provide direct real-

shifting to mobile data collection. This is especially true

time communication for geo-location, targeted messaging

in mobile-first markets, for example, where there is more

and greater shopper analytics.

internet traffic from smartphones than from desktop/

Second, the growing popularity of wearable devices

laptops or tablets.

(such as watches, jewellery, clothing, and more), will also

A critical opportunity for market research is the ability

add dimension to VOC research by serving up single-

to reach research participants and ask them questions at

question ‘experience’ surveys. Wearables are particularly

precise moments in their customer experience. That can

interesting because they offer the ability to provide data

reduce some recall issues, for example.

without requiring users to remove a smartphone from a
pocket or purse.

Another opportunity is passive data collection (with the

participant’s consent) where mobiles can play a primary role,

Finally, as we move into a world in which a very wide

especially when coupled with other smart devices such as

variety of devices become an opportunity for a research

wearables. Mobile devices such as tablets with a data card

touch point, the numbers and types of devices are

are getting super powerful and very affordable, and they

increasing rapidly. More and more products used in the

can be used for market research where an interviewer is

home are likely to become data collection touch points

needed.

to better understand how consumers use them. The

CHALLENGES

One of the main challenges is to get the

automobile becomes a potential hub for data about our

consumer attention as market research is competing for

transit patterns and activities in the physical realm. Over

attention and time spent on mobile devices with other apps.

the next two to three years, the market research industry

The second challenge when asking questions is to make

will begin to assimilate data from these broader touch

sure they are displayed correctly on each device. The survey

points for a more comprehensive view of purchase and

platforms industry has made progress, but there is still

usage patterns.

much work to do, and some questionnaires still look pretty

As data is collected across multiple channels, there

terrible on mobile devices.

is increasing opportunity for those companies that can

Finally, we always need to keep in mind the issue of

correlate data from the digital and physical realms into

representativeness and coverage. Smartphone users are a

combined analytics models.

subset of the internet population, which is a subset of the

CHALLENGES

Simply, the key challenge for mobile is to

put the RESPONDENT FIRST.

whole population. Each client needs to keep this concept
in mind when looking at their target population and how

We must be thoughtful about research design, shorten

much it overlaps with the smartphone population.

our expectations, simplify our designs, and begin designing
to respondent desires.

e
ucts used in the hom
More and more prod
ta collection
are likely to become da
r understand how
touch points to bette
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The future of the Quantified
Self movement
As a keen digital devotee and healthcare researcher Jonny Mackrill says he’s excited
about the future of the Quantified Self movement.
The Quantified Self has become
a common term for using apps
or wearable devices for self-monitoring
and tracking purposes, with many
specific tools available to measure a
person’s health status and fitness
activities.
There’s strong evidence to suggest
we will soon see more engaged patients
who are consciously improving their
health status with the help of self-tracking
devices.
This type of technology also opens
up a number of potential opportunities
for researchers. Mobile devices have
already started to transform the way
we can implement qualitative research
by helping respondents capture the
world around them as they go about
their day-to-day lives, recording video
or audio diaries or taking part in other
research tasks.
As we increasingly incorporate

companies in this space. The opportunity

doctor diagnosis, patient device usage or

wearables into our lives, the ability to

for more accurate, large-scale tracking

their compliance with treatment.

record real-time, in-depth data in an

studies appears a possibility.

Ethical considerations are very

unobtrusive way could reach new heights.

It is within ethnographic research

important in this area, and as always,

This is even more critical in healthcare,

though that the greatest opportunity and

it’s important to refrain from viewing any

where research can often operate at an

benefit may be seen. Wearables eliminate

source of insight merely in isolation.

arm’s length.

the need for a researcher to be physically

Supporting qualitative feedback,

From a quantitative perspective,

present with a research participant and

quantitative results and other data should

wearables can create massive amounts

thus remove any bias in the interaction

be seamlessly combined with wearable

of data that can reveal an even more

and findings.

and mobile data to provide a more holistic

detailed picture of the users’ health. The

For example, always-on gadgets like

giant tech firms such as Samsung and

GoPros that stream live audio and video

However wearable technologies will

Google are already building innovative

could dramatically revolutionise the

soon become more the norm than the

tools for patients to engage with their

way we understand both patient and

abnormal.

own health and then digitally interact

healthcare provider behaviour.

with their doctor. The recent launch of

In healthcare research, wearables

the Apple Watch, including their range

offer the potential to give companies far

of health apps, also signifies the intent

greater insight into important, sometimes

of companies outside of pharmaceutical

untapped moments of truth, such as
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understanding of the subject at hand.

A patient’s ‘measured self’ is within
easy reach of both research agencies and
healthcare companies.
JONNY MACKRILL,
DIRECTOR, ELBOW INSIGHT AND STRATEGY

